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Reviews

Suggested core reading
Husain et al. “Cognitive Neurology” Chapter

McCarthy and Warrington “Cognitive Neuropsychology” Chapters 6-9

Banich M, Neuropsychology: the cognitive basis of mental function 1997, Chapter 8 (p274-313)

Other reviews
Kemmerer D, Cognitive Neuroscience of Language 2015, Chapters 3 and 4, Available online on SOLO

Marco Catani Dominic H. fflythe, ” The rises and falls of disconnection syndromes”, Brain 2005: a historical perspective on neuropsychological localisation from Wernicke to Geschwind.


Original papers

Broca’s Aphasia

Fazio et al., Encoding of human action in Broca's area, Brain 2009: Do Broca’s patients have selective deficits for sequential order?


Jan Gläscher et al. Lesion Mapping of Cognitive Abilities Linked to Intelligence, Neuron 2009: Does intelligence localise to Broca’s area?

**Wernicke's Aphasia**


Hannah E. Thompson, Holly Robson, Matthew A. Lambon Ralph and Elizabeth Jefferies: Is Wernicke’s a disorder of semantics? Varieties of semantic ‘access’ deficit in Wernicke's aphasia and semantic aphasia Brain. 2015 Dec; 138(12): 3776–3792.: **Suggest that Wernicke aphasia is distinct from “semantic” aphasia, who have intact semantic stores but poor retrieval.**


Robson, Sage, Lambon Ralph Neuropsychologia 2012: Wernicke's aphasia reflects a combination of acoustic-phonological and semantic control deficits.


**Semantic dementia**


Other syndromes

Michael T. Ullman and Elizabeth I. Pierpont, Specific language impairment is not specific to language: the procedural deficit hypothesis, Cortex 2005: A detailed review of specific language impairment


